Introduction
All too often, Islamic notions such as dār al-ḥarb and dār al-islām have served the purposes of deepening the apparent historical divide between Christians and Muslims in the Mediterranean. In this article, I wish to exploit this opposition to point out one of the region's salient characteristics: the persistence of ample areas of intersection, where knowledge of Islamic and non-Islamic religious and legal concepts and norms was required of everyone. More specifically, I will address the issue of how Mediterranean peoples dealt with Islamic notions of legal status, belonging and extraterritoriality. The present volume deals with the boundaries of the Islamic community from a variety of viewpoints, and, in particular, tackles the use of dār al-ḥarb and dār al-islām in normative, juridical and literary texts. Did people perceive the implications of the Islamic division of the world? What was the real significance of this division in the Islamic borderlands, as the cities of commerce of the late Middle Ages? What was meant by it at a time when the dār al-ḥarb ceased to be an abstract space for the spreading of Islam and the fighting of jihad to incarnate specific political realities and exchanges?1 To answer these questions, I will examine a minority involved in the commercial and cultural crossroads of the Eastern Mediterranean, a place where linguistic and religious groups frequently stepped over political borders. I will be referring to a group of people designated in fifteenth-century Venetian sources as Fazolati and by Genoese ones as Faiholati. The term's precise meaning is obscure and has long resisted identification by specialists, yet my focus will be on a jurisdictional conflict in 1 For an analysis of the binomial opposition as the result of historical changes, see Khaled Abou El Fadl, "Islamic Law and Muslim Minorities: The Juristic Discourse on Muslim Minorities from the Second/Eighth to the Eleventh/Seventeenth Centuries," Islamic Law and Society 1, no. 2 (1994): 141-87; and more recently Giovanna Calasso, "Alla ricerca di dār al-islām. Una ricognizione nei testi di giuristi e tradizionisti, lessicografi, geografi e viaggiatori," Rivista degli Studi Orientali 83 (2010): 271-96. 1421, triggered by the Sultan's attempt to expel all foreigners infringing Islamic rules of extraterritoriality. The role played by the Fazolati during this episode can help us understand, I argue, how Mediterranean peoples dealt with the dār al-ḥarb / dār al-islām divide in their daily contacts at marketplaces and in courts.
The Fazolati entered scholarly discussion thanks to two isolated references by the Venetian Senate in 1421. The senators complained about them to the Mamluk sultan of Egypt, regretting that an unspecified number of Venetian subjects had assumed this status (or, literally, had become Fazolati). As a direct consequence, the senators argued, the Venetians involved were now pledging allegiance to a different authority (presumably that of the sultan). The context of these first references deserves some attention. After the accession to the throne of a new sultan, al-Ẓāḥir Sayf al-dīn Ṭaṭār, regulations concerning the presence of Venetian merchants in Egypt underwent important changes. The sultan had just decreed that the legal duration of the Venetians' sojourn must not exceed four months.2 Although the episode was unanimously labeled by both contemporaries and modern historians as a sign of Mamluk "injustice", at stake was the legal status of Frankish merchants, whose presence in the dār al-islām was regulated by the so-called "treaties of commerce", or, from the Islamic viewpoint, the amān or safe-conduct. According to amān theory, European Christians, legally enemies of Islam, could enter the realm of Islam for trading purposes upon acceptance of this obligation of pre-Islamic origin. The basic legal issue addressed by the new decree was that a foreign merchant in Islamic lands could benefit from a safe-conduct protecting his life and property for a limited period. Once it expired, the amān holder lost any fiscal or 2 "Et quia fertur quod aliqui nostri mercatores fecerunt se fazolatos, occasione breuis termini standi deinde, qui est mensium quator, quod nobis ualde displicet, propter multos respectus qui considerari possunt, volumus, et sic vobis mandamus, quod, si inuenietis aliquos se fecisse fazolatos, vel se submisisse alteri servituti que esset contra concessiones nostras, debeatis dictam concessionem et mandatum revocari facere, et prouidere, et nullo modo assentire quod mercatores, subditi et fideles nostri, post complementum alicuius termini qui constitueretur, tractentur nec abeantur, nisi secundum nostras concessiones. Verum, quia habemus multum cordi factum illorum nostrorum mercatorum qui dicuntur se fecisse fazolatos, volumus quod, si inuenietis aliquos nostros mercatores vel subditos se fecisse fazolatos, vel alteri servituti se submisisse, debeatis esse cum consule extraterritorial privileges, such as consular jurisdiction. The Senate proceedings suggest that Venetian subjects had taken this step so they would not have to leave Egypt.3 By December 1421, the matter was on the diplomatic agenda, as the Senate wanted transgressors to be punished and sent back to Venice. The sultan, instead, left the issue out of the bilateral negotiations.4
The abovementioned discussions in the Senate have led to a number of interpretations. Ranging from nineteenth-century orientalism to modern economics, all appear to be wrong and sometimes even fantastic, yet these explanations deserve to be mentioned, if only because they evoke the changing approaches of scholars to the Islamic past. Wilhelm Heyd (1823 Heyd ( -1906 interpreted the term as "a kind of semi-naturalization," by virtue of which merchants "could become the sultan's subjects without nonetheless enjoying the same rights as the nationals." A historian of the Latin trading colonies in the East, Heyd was probably projecting Western legal conceptions onto the Islamic system of governance.5 Indeed, nothing in the Islamic theory of obligation towards minorities or protected foreigners resembles the "semi-naturalization" evoked here. Perhaps more interestingly, though the decree was interpreted by Heyd and other commentators as arbitrary, the decision was in fact following some legal doctrines of governance that established the duration of amān at four months.6 3 Joseph Schacht, "Amān," Encyclopaedia of Islam, Vol. I, A-B (Leiden: Brill, 1960 Ages (1983) , Eliyahu Ashtor proposed a reading of his own, combining linguistic elements with legal conjectures not directly related to the senators' complaint. According to Ashtor, the word evokes a kerchief supposedly worn by some Easterners, following a linear linguistic trail (faciola was a term widely documented for cloth strips, like those used in turbans).9 The Fazolati were, according to Ashtor, European merchants who applied to the Mamluk authorities to be considered as ḏimmīs, or local Christians, promising to fulfill their obligations towards the sultan such as paying the poll tax (jizya). He expanded this particular interpretation by suggesting that the merchants in question "applied to the Moslem authorities for the status of permanent residents, but without becoming subjects of the sultan". By paying the poll tax voluntarily, Ashtor speculates, they would have escaped the onerous taxes Frankish merchants supposedly were compelled to pay. The unfair economic competition represented by these "converts" would have provoked the reaction in the Venetian Senate. Ashtor's digression on the jizya, it should be noted, is not based on the Venetian text, which makes no reference to the issue. Lastly, his speculation on a hybrid status is inconsistent with the legal treatment of non-Muslim subjects, as the payment of the jizya is material proof of the ḏimmīs' subjection to the Islamic ruler.10 Ashtor's argument probably echoes the right by Islamic rulers to either ban foreign merchants after the expiration of their legal sojourn, or to consider them as ḏimmīs and therefore to request the poll tax from them. Tatar was not the only Mamluk sultan to reclaim that Frankish merchants respect the Islam, Vol. II, C-G (Leiden: Brill, 1965) . temporary character of their sojourn. His pious successor Sayf al-Dīn Jaqmaq (1438-1453) "did not want any merchant to stay longer than six months".11 Be that as it may, for Ashtor, it was the despotic character of Mamluk rule that provoked the opportunistic move by the Venetians, and the word was the term used to designate this particular kind of "convert".12 Yet Ashtor's explanation fits into a broader narrative regarding Islamic societies in the Middle Ages. In the second half of the twentieth century, social and economic historians such as Ashtor were responsible for a historiographical construct: the myth of a tolerant and industrious Venetian Republic as opposed to a despotic Muslim sultanate, namely, the Mamluks. While the former epitomized the well-governed polity, the sultanate was depicted as fundamentally ignorant of the market economy, disrespectful of property rights and responsible for restrictive policies on Christians and Jews. According to this narrative, the Mamluk sultans brought about the ebb of Middle Eastern entrepreneurs and fostered the general economic decline of the sultanate.13
In recent times scholars from other disciplines have not hesitated to add their own economic interpretations of the term. Further elaborating on Ashtor's explanation, for Sheilagh Ogilvie the Fazolati were none other than "Europeans that applied for the status of permanent residents with individual commercial privileges . . . which they found preferable to joining a merchant guild".14 As a scholar of economic development, Ogilvie took up the cudgels for medieval trade to illustrate her thesis on the role and function of merchant 11 Marino Sanudo, Le vite dei dogi (1474 -1494 guilds. According to her reasoning, the Fazolati were supporters of individual freedom and opposed to corporations. Yet how Ogilvie infers her definition from the abovementioned piece of evidence alone we do not know, as the senators do not mention overseas merchant guilds or trading nations in their complaint. The explanation by Ashtor, taken further by Ogilvie, has at least the merit of taking into account the second issue raised by the senators, that is, the change pursuant to the embrace of Fazolati status. Whoever these merchants were, they had become different from rank-and-file Venetian subjects. As time went on, new pieces of evidence referring to the Fazolati surfaced. A document produced by the notary of the Venetian consul in Damascus, referring to the misdeeds caused by pirates, numbered among the losses some goods belonging to "Moors and Fazolati", for which "the Franks" were held responsible. The text suggests that the Fazolati were a category of merchants different from both the Moors (i.e. the Muslims) and the Franks (Latin Christians), therefore presumably Eastern and non-Muslim. The eminent historian Charles Verlindenwho used overseas notarial documents for their intriguing multicultural character-found it more useful to interpret the category in strictly religious terms. Verlinden read Fazolati as "Copts", following a commonsense reasoning that has Fazolati numbered besides Western Christians and Muslims.15 Still, one might ask, assuming they were Eastern Christians, why not Melkites, Nestorians or Jacobites? Verlinden's interpretation is inconsistent with the tradition of Venetian notaries to designate Eastern Christians as "Christians of the girdle". In fact, the same notary distinguishes between Christians of the Girdle and Fazolati and, as we will see, contemporary Genoese clerks discerned between Copts (coffti) and Fazolati. Apart from common sense, Verlinden advances no further elements in defense of his interpretation and does not explain why the term suddenly appeared in a particular time and place. As I said earlier, this article does not aim to propose a definite interpretation of the term. Yet a few new elements have arisen lately from Venetian and Genoese sources, substantially enlarging the map on which the question should be framed. In a way, these references remit the question back to the dār al-ḥarb / dār al-islām divide, as they point to individuals moving across Muslim and Christian lands in the Eastern Mediterranean. These new references come from two series of documents preserved in Genoa's state archives. Both were produced by the administration of the city of Famagusta, in Eastern Cyprus, for nearly a century after the city came under Genoese authority, in 1373. As happened in other Genoese territories, the municipality kept detailed accounts, called Massaria, some of whose large volumes have come down to us.16 A second series is constituted by court proceedings issued by a judicial magistrate known as the Capitano of Famagusta.17 Although some references to the Fazolati from the Massaria's accounts have been mentioned by scholars, my focus will be on the five surviving ledgers of the Capitano's tribunal, mainly covering the years between the late 1430s to the mid-1450s.18 They contain petitions of justice addressed to the court, sometimes followed by witnesses' depositions as well as legal decisions. Other records are concerned with sundry matters, ranging from the taking of oaths by plyers of different trades to the delivering of safe-conducts.
References from both series present the Fazolati as dwellers of Cyprus, itself a much disputed jurisdictional crossroads where authorities, languages and religions intermingled. They are mentioned together with Copts, Armenians, what seems to be a nurtured Jewish community, migrants from the former crusader territories known as "white Genoese," and former Jewish and Muslim renegades.19 If we trust how frequently the Fazolati were mentioned by the court scribes, they must have been numerous, at least in Famagusta and Nicosia. Most were city dwellers, sometimes designated as burgenses, although some fishermen and Fazolati living in the countryside are also mentioned. In Famagusta the Fazolati owned warehouses, were involved in commerce, and 1v, 3r, 48v, 57r, ASG SG 590/1291 , 14r, 62(2), 181v, 199r, ASG SG 590/1292 worked in the markets as plyers of several trades (bazariotus, censarius). The documents refer to women married to Fazolati, whilst in one case a certain Maria is described as being "of Fazolato descent". Massaria records from the 1440s and 1450s inform us that some Fazolati were migrants from Beirut, Tripoli or, more vaguely, Syria. Laura Balletto reported several annotations from the Massaria accounts mentioning Fazolati families taken from Syria, at the expense of the Genoese of Famagusta, to take up residence in the city. These accounts mention foodstuffs-including wine-offered to the Fazolati migrants. Therefore, Balletto concludes, these people were linked together "by something which made them a community or a particular category of persons, but it is not yet possible to define this exactly". By the same token, the court records refer to Fazolati as organizers of maritime links with Beirut or Damietta. In December 1456, a complaint was brought before by the Capitano concerning the trip of some Fazolati to Beirut. According to the deed, Abram and his Fazolati associates failed to embark on time in Beirut, hence causing some losses to the master.20 Similarly, a Fazolato named Abrayno de Cairo was the object of a trial concerning a trip to Damietta.21 In December 1447 Joxef and Jacob of Tripoli registered at the court before embarking on a Muslim ship (ituros super gripariam maurorum).22
In addition, these records provide us with some glimpses of Fazolati onomastics: most first names of people described as Fazolati in the CypriotGenoese documents are clearly Semitic and most probably Arabic (Nasar, Cana Semeas, Botros, Monsor, Aissa, Abraynus, Daut, Jacop, Chelel, Semas, Braino, Brachinus, Isach, Nasari, Aissa Safer), followed by others compatible with Arabic-Christian onomastics (Giorgio de Cario [i.e., Cairo], Marion de Tripoli, Sayte de Tripoli). Lastly, there is one name of Greek origin (Teodoro di Tripoli) and a few instances of first names of Latin origin (Pietro di Tripoli, Rolando di Beirut, Augustinus), together with common names such as Jani and others more difficult to trace (Etel, Abet Genova, Genova, 11-14 Giugno 1991 , vol. 12 (Genova, 1994 and perhaps more importantly, the Genoese spelling slightly differs from that used in Venice; here the word is spelled faiholato or fayolato (and, depending on the scribe, also faiulato and fachiolato). Genoese evidence contradicts previous interpretations in many respects. First, it blurs any plausible origin from an Arabic word. Any attempt to interpret the term as a possible derivation from a triconsonantal Arabic root should take into account the incompatibilities between the Venetian spelling ( fazala) and the Genoese one ( fayala). Second, the Fazolati were not just merchants; rather, the term seems to designate more broadly a category of belonging. Genoese data also undermine the "merchant guild theory": there were Fazolato women, Fazolati lived for generations under Christian rule without being involved with the overseas trade guilds, and if they had once been assimilated ḏimmīs unwilling to pay taxes, there is no reason why their kin should still be called Fazolati after their departure from Islamic lands. The idea that Fazolato is merely a cognomen, or surname, should also be discarded. In contemporary designations such as in Giorgio de Cario faiolato or Abrayno de Cairo faiolato it is implied that the last term is an epithet (usually a collective demonym) and not a cognomen.
The broader cultural implications of the term emerge, again, in a Venetian notarial act, drawn up in Alexandria in 1404. The document refers to one of these Fazolati, a certain Cypriot merchant called Salem (Salem façolato). The document sheds light on the linguistic and ethnic background of the group, particularly in the context of the early fifteenth century, when it first appeared in the sources. According to the deed, Salem had a freight contract with a ship owner, himself a Cypriot, according to which the latter should carry his goods to Alexandria. Once in Egypt, a dispute had arisen between the two parties. The document refers to an attempt to settle this dispute by the two Cypriots. We are informed that the original contract was underwritten in Cyprus and styled in Arabic. The deed therefore suggests that Arabic was still spoken in Cyprus as late as in the fifteenth century. Salem, however, needed translation, as he was not able to understand what was going on during the arbitration.24 The deed is consistent with Genoese information, presenting the Fazolati as dwellers of Cyprus and Arabic-speaking, engaged in trading networks operating in Islamic lands. In a Genoese document dated 1456, we find a Giorgio de Cario faiolato, inhabitant of Beirut, underwriting a power of attorney with a certain Barsom de Cario, a dweller of Famagusta.25
It seems reasonable at this stage to speculate that the term may have originated in the Near-Eastern Christian milieu in the aftermath of the crusading period. Between 1099 and 1291, Christians belonging to many Eastern churches found themselves under the umbrella of the different crusader states. Needless to say, some of these sects did not obey Rome, but followed their own patriarchs in the East and in some cases were considered heretics by their new Latin masters. As historians of the crusades have pointed out, followers of the monophysite creed, considered not only schismatics but heretics pure and simple, paradoxically were favored by the crusaders in their quest for support by the native population.26 The progressive fall of the crusader states was accompanied by a migration of these Christians to Cyprus. To be sure, not all the Christian minorities that found their way to Cyprus were "Syrians": Armenians, Copts and Ethiopians, of monophysite creed, were not Syrians in a proper sense, and therefore expected to have maintained Arabic as the community language like the Nestorians and the Jacobites (again, monophysites), together with the Maronites-in union with the Roman Church-and finally, Melkite Syrians faithful to the Byzantine church of the Patriarch of Antioch. In Cyprus, Syrian Christians coexisted with other non-Arabic-speaking communities, particularly in Nicosia and Famagusta. Migrants from Acre flocked in large numbers to Famagusta, where they could still be noticed a century after the Muslim conquest of the city in 1291. As the abovementioned references to the Fazolati suggest, Syrians continued to settle on the island even a century and a half after the fall of the last crusader dominion.27
Their new host society was fundamentally different from that where their communities had originated in late antiquity as confessional groups. Progressive conversion to Islam had led to the fragmentation of these to feudal law or the Communal dominion of Genoa, a third situation was possible. Families of alleged Venetian and Genoese descent had long since migrated to the new kingdom. These migrants claimed to be the old Genoese and Venetian subjects in the Holy Land, formerly free inhabitants of crusader cities such as Tyre, partially under Venetian jurisdiction.31 Once transplanted into Cyprus, they came to be known as "white Venetian" and "white Genoese", and they kept their panoply of juridical privileges awarded by the crusader kings. There remains ample evidence that some "white" Venetian and Genoese families continued to use Arabic in Cyprus for generations.32 In addition, by the fifteenth century, the Lusignan king awarded new trading privileges to the cities of Genoa and Venice, and citizens of these maritime republics enjoyed supplementary tax exemptions and other prerogatives. These circumstances favored the proliferation of people on the island who claimed to be "original" Venetians and Genoese and who forged genealogies for that purpose, to the point that the royal government was forced to implement dissuasive measures and strengthen control procedures.33 As a result, it was possible to be considered the king's vassal according to feudal law whilst at the same time enjoying alien citizenship and its resulting privileges (most of them concerning, in practice, trading rights). This seems to have been the case even at court. The same murkiness can be noted as regards the religious status of Syrian Christians in Cyprus. The pope labored to make these churches obey Rome, but in practice adherence to Roman Catholicism was limited to some Nestorian, Ethiopian and Armenian groups in Cyprus. Furthermore, confessional boundaries were often transgressed even within the limits of single family groups.34 It was in this context of overlapping legal traditions that Eastern Christians found their way into the social world of their Western masters. They were granted a privileged status as compared to the other minority groups, and most 1464-1571," ed. Laura Balletto, vol. 1, 2 vols., Collana di fonti e studi / Università degli studi di Genova, sede di Acqui Terme 1 (Genova: G. Brigati, 1997) particularly the Greeks. They succeeded in keeping the privileges granted to them by the crusader lords in the Middle East but had these rights supplemented. After the fall of Acre, Henry II allowed the Syrians to keep their laws and Institutions, of which the Courts of the Raïs in Famagusta and Nicosia are the best known examples.35 Perhaps more important, Syrians were declared free and therefore exempt from the personal taxes imposed upon Greeks. As for their commercial operations, they were liable for half the taxes paid by Greek merchants.36 This particular point, as we will see, has its own importance not only in economic terms but because it implies a striking parallel to the treatment of similar groups under Islamic law.
All this leads us away from our initial concern with the dār al-ḥarb / dār al-islām divide. Yet a fact that has received strikingly little attention is the transformation of Cyprus from dār al-ḥarb into dār al-ṣulḥ during the period under study. It is well known that the Mamluks intervened in Cyprus in 1424-1427 and made the island a tributary state, augmenting the jurisdictional paradoxes of the Lusignan kingdom. The Cypriots signed a treaty with the Mamluks recognizing the sultan as their overlord. An annual tribute was levied until the end of the Mamluk sultanate and later on by its Ottoman successors.37 The current state of research and the lack of interest by researchers in Cypriot history does not allow us to fully grasp the significance of this fact, and the practical modalities of Mamluk sovereignty over the Island.38 When the city of Famagusta was reintegrated into the Lusignan kingdom in 1464, the king made it explicit that city rulers should be Christians and not "Mamluks, moors and other infidels".39 Be that as it may, for most of the fifteenth century, Cyprus hosted Mamluk , ed. Urbain Vermeulen and K. d'Hulster, vol. 7, Orientalia Lovaniensia Analecta 223 (Leuven: Peeters, 2013 , 351-62. 39 Arbel, "L'eredità Genovese a Cipro," 22.
contingents and their emirs in a kingdom whose political destinies were determined by Cairo and where Arabic was not only spoken by chancery secretaries, but, seemingly, by the king himself.40
3
Mediterranean Border-Crossing : dār al-ḥarb and dār al-islām in Practice
Syrian Christians were not confined within the narrow boundaries of Western laws and regulations. Within limits, they accommodated themselves to the range of institutional choices available. Nothing prevented an Arabic-speaking Syrian from presenting himself as a former subject of the Italian city-states. There were, therefore, Syrian "white" Venetian and "white" Genoese (and, according to some, even Jews and Armenians). Syrian families such as the Bibi, Urry, Goneme, Mistahel, Salah, Sheba and Audeth worked at the king's chancery, where documents were produced in Latin, French, Italian and Arabic.41 The ambiguity of Cypriot sources, which never distinguish them clearly, highlights what has been called the "assimilation strategy" by these Syrians in the dār al-ḥarb. From a cultural, religious and linguistic viewpoint, they played their ambivalent status to their own advantage. On this score, Jean Richard reports how members of Jacobite families managed to obtain benefices in the Latin church.42 Among the latecomers to the Lusignan kingdom were the Melkites, generally referred to as "Suriens" by the sources. Lacking their own ecclesiastical hierarchy on the island, they were placed under the protection of the Greek bishop. Often considered as part of the white Genoese and Venetian groups, they assimilated into both Greek and Latin society. As we have seen, besides Arabic names, Fazolati onomastics feature Greek and even Latin names. Though the precise confessional group to which the Fazolati should be assigned cannot be determined, some Eastern Christians took advantage of their own ambivalent religious and linguistic background, and, probably, of the controversial political status of Cyprus. It was in this context of intersecting jurisdictions and overlapping legal layers that some Fazolati and other Syrianorigin merchants became involved in trade with the Middle East. Anecdotes How did the new state of affairs affect these Arabic-speaking communities, whose churches were led by the patriarchs of Antioch or elsewhere in the dār al-islām? From an Islamic viewpoint, these Christians seem to be considered as ḏimmīs, irrespective of the places they actually inhabited. This is suggested by a digression on ḏimmī sects included in a manual for Mamluk secretaries. The author, al-Saḥmāwī al-Qāhirī (d. 868/1464), described the different Jewish and Christian communities of his time; his main goal was to define where their leaders were (where these churches had their kursī). Melkites had their seat in Antioch, Jacobites in Alexandria and Nestorians in Jerusalem, all under Mamluk sovereignty. For Saḥmāwī, it did not matter where a Christian resided but whether he was a follower of an Eastern sect and therefore subject to the sultan's authority.46 This is consistent with the personal-not territorialcharacter of the Islamic law.47
The practical ways Fazolati commercial activities developed in the two dārs offer striking similarities. As Ibn Taymiyya noted in his work on governance, Islamic practise had since the times of the Caliph ʿUmar levied merchants from the dār al-ḥarb with a duty of ten percent-the Islamic ʿušr-of their 43 " 282; and Abou El Fadl, "Islamic Law and Muslim Minorities, " 165. 47 Abou El Fadl, "Islamic Law and Muslim Minorities, " 165. goods. But travelling ḏimmīs were charged half this amount.48 This scheme, though subject to minor changes, was still in use in Mamluk times, when there were many foreign merchants in the sultanate. We may assume, therefore, that these Syrians could, paradoxically, enjoy a privileged fiscal status on both sides.
The status of Syrian Christians in both the sultanate and Cyprus was the result of very different legal and juridical backgrounds and principles. The privileges granted to Syrians in Cyprus were the result of contingency, as previous alliances with the crusader rulers.49 In Islamic lands they were instead subject to the general pact (ʿaqd al-ḏimma) deriving from their exclusion from the Islamic community. In both cases, their juridical position was one of inferiority. They could not appeal to their own legal institutions when a Frank was concerned, and they could not have recourse to their community judges in a trial against a Muslim. Yet in both cases they could have their cases heard by their own courts, provided the two parties were Syrians. In addition, in both Cyprus and the sultanate, in marriage and dowry issues their own laws were respected. Furthermore, they enjoyed a similar tax regime for their business operations.
In 1351, the Mamluk jurist Taqī al-dῑn al-Subkī wrote one of the few fatwas known dealing with the juridical status of Frankish merchants. The text continued to be used by other Mamluk muftis, and it was commented upon in the following years. Subkī's son, Abū al-Barakāt, added an analysis of the pacts underwritten with both ḏimmīs and ḥarbīs. The resulting text clearly states the different nature of pacts with both groups, and the religious duties of Muslims towards ḏimmīs and foreign merchants. The latter could be expelled from the dār al-islām when the terms of their agreement (ʿaqd al-amān) were broken, and their safe-conduct was subsequently revoked.50 For eighth/fourteenthcentury jurists such as the Subkīs, dār al-ḥarb and dār al-islām remained two necessary analytical categories, if only because they allowed them to differentiate local ḏimmīs from resident ḥarbῑs. The possibility of being expelled from Egypt was precisely at stake in the Mamluk decree of 1421, something technically impossible for the ḏimmīs. The actual significance of the MamlukVenetian Fazolati crisis is suggested by a much later episode. In her study of the so-called "Carazo affair" (1613-1617), Tijana Krstić depicts a similar scenario for the seventeenth-century Ottoman empire. On that occasion another minority, the newly arrived Iberian moriscos, was involved in a bitter quarrel over extraterritoriality. Again, the expiration of the legal sojourn was used to threaten the Frankish community with being treated as ḏimmīs and therefore subjected to special taxation.51
While the normative weight of the dār al-ḥarb and dār al-islām categories remained intact in early modern times, the Fazolati dispute illustrates that not only rulers but also other social actors were aware of this theoretical divide and manipulated it to their own advantage. According to the evidence, there can be little doubt that Venetian merchants were "embracing" a Syrian Christian community, whatever that community might be. In so doing, these lower-rank Venetians were transgressing the boundaries between the two abodes, that is, they were leaving the dār al-ḥarb and entering the realm of Islam. In terms of agency, the strategy followed by Venetian subjects is noteworthy. By presenting themselves as followers of one of the Eastern, presumably "Syrian" churches, they were immediately accepted into the dār al-islām and therefore could not be expelled. Technically, it should be noted, they could not "convert" to Eastern Christianity. According to the first caliphs and subsequent jurists, conversion to religions other than Islam was not possible, as the Revelation given to Moses and Jesus had been corrupted.52 The imprisonment of an Iberian converso who chose to turn back to the Jewish religion in Mamluk Syria shows the seriousness of such an offence.53 Unfortunately, we will never know the theological arguments advanced by the Venetians-if they had any-to be recognized as Fazolati by the Mamluks. Yet their subtle manipulation of legal boundaries shows the ability of Mediterranean peoples to navigate through the loopholes of legal concepts and doctrines. Assuming, then, that some individuals under Venetian jurisdiction were ready to become Fazolati, and that by so doing they transferred their allegiance from the doge to the sultan, the question remains: who were they exactly? And why would they take such a dramatic step? The answer is perhaps blurred because of how historians have thought about the medieval Mediterranean. We know that Venice was a medieval city-state where citizenship was reserved for original natives of the capital city and was never extended to its vast colonial dominion. Greeks, Jews and non-Catholics of the colonies had their trading and political rights limited. They could not engage in trade with the metropolis, nor were they admitted to merchant guilds nor could they enjoy consular protection.54 Although historians of minorities such as David Jacoby have investigated the practical implications of these legal biases, the myth of a tolerant Venice remains strong in Mediterranean historiography, mirroring the myth of the Mamluks as intolerant despots. Yet the fact that the senators referred to these "converts" as subditi and fideles clearly indicates that the merchants in question were not full citizens but colonial subjects.55 As for the reasons for their split with Venice, explanations have varied over time. Writing at the end of the nineteenth century, and decidedly not from a Mamluk-friendly perspective, Heyd still admitted that the Fazolati sought to escape from the sojourn decree.56 A century later Ashtor discarded every 54 For a recent overview of the citizenship problem, see Reinhold C. Mueller reference to the sojourn problem.57 While Heyd's explanation remains more realistic and respectful of the Senate discussions, both share a reluctance to admit that Venetians could voluntarily become the sultan's subjects. Both invoke a mysterious "demi-naturalisation" with no real institutional parallel in Islamic law. Perhaps it would be simpler to acknowledge that, as rankand-file colonial subjects, they had their rights severely curtailed by Venetian regulations and were confined to a peripheral trade, that is, between the Greek islands and the Islamic lands. With the amān restrictions enacted, the traditional trading activities of Venetian Greeks and Jews became technically impossible. Becoming Fazolati-and therefore applying for a full ḏimmī status-represented the only possible way out.
Not only historians have misinterpreted the decision made by the Venetian merchants. When arguing that transgressors should be sent back to Venice and punished, the senators were lagging behind their own colonial subjects as regards their understanding of Islamic legal categories. The senators' mistake was noteworthy: for authorities in Venice, as almost everywhere in the West, status differences were the result of divine will. Status was defined by privilege and hereditary right, one of its practical manifestations being citizenship in the Italian city-states. These principles could hardly be accepted by a Muslim ruler who upheld the Islamic ideal that Revelation superseded previous beliefs by the people of the book. The existence of the ḏimmī status in Islamic law was a reminder of the universalist mission of the Islamic faith, and ḏimmīs could not be subjected to jurisdictional claims by Christian rulers. Roman legal concepts of sovereignty had been erased since the early Islamic conquests, which did away with all traces of communal jurisdiction. Ḏimmīs had to be granted the possibility of conversion, and therefore their right to become free Muslims could not be curtailed by any hereditary or legal principle or by any claim by Christian rulers.
